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The 2004 Design and Business Catalyst Awards

KICKING THE DESIGN 
AWARDS INTO HIGH GEAR

I
jumped at the chance to chair this year’s Design and Business Catalyst Awards jury—the Catalyst is the

gold standard for our profession. The implication of an award that is presented only to past winners of the

IDEA program suggests a stature worthy of the most exalted design notoriety we can muster—that which

includes the specter of business and industry at large.

Even though it is widely believed that designers
themselves are the toughest critics of new design, our
yardstick, while valid, is limited to what we often use in
our own design process—an evaluation for potential
acceptance by consumers. That includes gut intuition
and educated guesswork. While such evaluation often
includes elaborate and sophisticated methods of design
research, the ultimate result is tempered by the cold,
hard truth: “Time will tell.” Until the product has lived on
the shelf for some period of time, that method of evalua-
tion is the best we can hope to offer.

Enter the Catalyst Awards: A competition establish-
ing a self-imposed bar that is set higher than any other
design award program. The Catalyst was established in
response to the notion that design programs are not
based upon hard facts. Such guesswork is eliminated
with this award. Requiring the entries to be on the mar-
ket for at least one year means that judges have data
about how the products have done in the real world. If
you can’t ante up market data to substantiate your

claims, you are disqualified. This promise was invoked
and upheld mercilessly during this year’s competition. 

The price of entry also requires that you have
already “medaled” in the IDEA. As such, the final selec-
tion is worthy of being dubbed “the Winner of Winners.” 

This brings us to the challenge facing the Catalyst
jury. If it were only a matter of measuring financial and
market share performance, this competition could be
readily judged by a mathematical “black box” program
that calculates multiple data points for each entry. What
that would not capture, however, is the most important
element: the impact the design has had on market suc-
cess and the manufacturer’s bottom line. This is the
judgment required of the jury—connecting the value of
design directly to market success.

Limited to three jurors, we were forced to raise the
bar for selecting the panel. On one hand, we required
the experienced perspective of a veteran specializing in
industrial design. Gad Shaanan, IDSA, founder of Gad
Shaanan Design, helped to provide that grounding. For
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the cold, hard reality of the pure business perspective,
we recruited Kamalini Ramdas, an educator at Darden
Graduate School of Business Management at the
University of Virginia who has expertise in product
development and supply-chain management. 

The jury carefully debated each entry in order to
ensure that we upheld the decision criteria and took 
into account all factors to select the best that design
has to offer the business community.

The winner of this year’s Catalyst Award is the
DEWALT® Worksite Radio/Charger. The design team for
this product used out-of-the-box thinking leading to a
result that went beyond the marketing brief and the orig-
inal intent for the product. Simply put, the features that
made the product an IDEA winner ultimately made it an
industry winner from every perspective. A design lan-
guage comprised of functional features spawned would-
be imitators, but the design innovation provided critical
intellectual property protection that shut out potential
competitors. In the end, the design created a new prod-
uct category and “gotta-have-it” demand that attracted
new customers to the DEWALT line. Today, the product
still flies off the shelves.

Honorable Mentions go to SPOT Endoscopic
Marking System and the Puritan Bennet Breeze
SleepGearTM CPAP Interface System. The SPOT System’s
use of color, form and functional packaging has had a
profound impact on market performance. By going
beyond the assumptions made in the original brief, the
design team has helped the manufacturer penetrate new
markets. The Breeze also demonstrates the impact of
design on market performance, plus it fulfills one of the
core objectives of industrial design: making life better for
people. In 2003, the Breeze accounted for over 75 per-
cent of the manufacturer’s CPAP interface business, and
it has engendered a new level of loyalty among users. ■
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2004 Catalyst Awards Jury

Jury Chair: Steve Russak, IDSA  
Steve Russak, IDSA, is vice president of design & innovation 
at Kaz, Inc., a global manufacturer of consumer products for
brands such as Vicks, Honeywell, and Duracraft. Russak leads
the newly created Corporate Design Group at Kaz with design
studios headquartered in New York City. He has been design-
ing products for over 20 years and holds numerous patents
and awards. A former partner at Smart Design, Russak has
held leadership and consulting positions with many world-class
design firms. He is a past chair of the IDSA New York Chapter
and currently co-chairs the IDSA Design Management
Professional Interest Section. Russak has been a past juror for
the CES Innovation Awards and the ID magazine Annual
Design Review. He lectures internationally and has taught grad-
uate and undergraduate courses at Pratt Institute in New York
City. Russak holds an MBA and an undergraduate degree in
industrial design.

Kamalini Ramdas  
Kamalini Ramdas, associate professor, Darden Graduate
School of Business, University of Virginia, teaches an MBA
elective in which students develop working prototypes of new
products and services, working with industrial designers and
product developers. Her research focuses on managing prod-
uct variety through design and operations. Her work has
appeared in Management Science, Interfaces, Manufacturing
and Service Operations Management, IEEE Transactions on
Engineering Management and other journals. She is an asso-
ciate editor for product development for Management Science
and Production and Operations Management. Ramdas earned
her PhD at Wharton and a BS in mathematics from St.
Stephen’s College, Delhi University. She works with firms in 
the automotive and other assembled-product industries on
managing product variety and design management. 

Gad Shaanan, IDSA
Gad Shaanan, IDSA, is the visionary leader of Gad Shaanan
Design, Inc. Founded in 1981, his is the largest industrial
design firm in Canada with offices in Montréal and San 
Diego, CA. Shaanan is a past director of The Association of
Professional Design Firms (APDF) and was an instrumental
player in the development of the Institute of Design in
Montréal. Fulfilling his trademarked business strategy,
“Inventing Opportunities in Saturated Markets,” Gad Shaanan
Design serves a broad spectrum of industries and a full range
of Fortune 500 companies, including Hewlett-Packard,
Qualcomm, Kyocera Wireless and Hoover. 

By Steve Russak, IDSA
Design & Business Catalyst Awards Jury Chair


